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Order Your Kit

Paloma Health makes
it easy to monitor and
understand all aspects
of your thyroid health
from the comfort of
home. In this guide,
learn how both genetic
testing and regular
thyroid testing can set
you and your family
up for better health in
the long run.

A note
from
Paloma
Health

https://www.palomahealth.com/home-thyroid-blood-test-kit


Genetics plays a role in the concentrations
of hormones in our body, including thyroid-
stimulating hormone (TSH) and thyroid
hormones. Some studies suggest that
genetics are the basis for 67% of circulating
thyroid hormone and TSH concentrations. 

There are thyroid-specific gene SNPs on
your DNA profile that can give you insight
into your genetic risks of thyroid disease.
These SNPs (pronounced "snips"), or single
nucleotide polymorphisms, are common
genetic variations among people. Each SNP
represents a difference in a single DNA
building block, called a nucleotide.

Overview of thyroid health &
your genes—



Thyroid related SNPs—

rs7850258 Associated w/ primary hypothyroidism &
changes in TSH

rs965513
(A allele)

Associated with thyroid carcinoma
(thyroid cancer)

rs965513
(A allele)

Associated w/ increased risk of
autoimmune thyroiditis (Hashimoto's)

rs2071403 Associated with higher TPO antibodies,
suggesting Hashimoto's disease

rs2476601
(A minor allele)

Associated w/ rheumatoid arthritis & other
autoimmune conditions like Hashimoto's

rs2235544 Associated with a possible issue with T4
to T3 conversion

rs11206244
(T minor allelle)

Associated w/ increased levels of free T4.
May be related to risk of hyperthyroidism

rs225014 Associated with thyroid hormone
metabolism



Should your DNA testing indicate that you
have a higher risk of lower free T3, decreased
T4 to T3 conversion abilities, or higher reverse
T3, you may benefit from thyroid treatment
that includes a T3 medication versus T4-only.

Genetic studies alone cannot fully define a
person's risk for developing a thyroid
condition. It's important also to look at a
person's family history, lifestyle, and other risk
factors.

For this reason, it's essential to regularly test
your thyroid with a complete thyroid panel as
part of your health maintenance.

How your genes influence
thyroid treatment—



Thyroid support, always.
To get a complete picture of your thyroid

health, order an at-home thyroid test kit to
understand your full thyroid function.

Order Your Kit
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